BILLI SAHARA
Our range of boiling and ambient integrated water dispensers are designed and manufactured as energy efficient
filtered water systems that offer customers the very best in innovation, superior performance and reliability.

Water options
Boiling

Safety first
Billi's Splashfree boiling water delivery electronically varies
the water flow, slowing momentarily to eliminate splashing
as the water first enters the cup.
All Billi X Series dispensers are also supplied with a safety
switch as standard to lock boiling water flow when needed.

Ambient

Configuration
Billi Sahara under-counter
units have one of the
smallest installation
footprints, making
the most of your space.
This system does not require
ventilation. No cabinet
cut outs needed during
installation process.

Compatible dispensers

Premium filtration
Billi's range of premium filters are equipped with a
unique multi-layered structure which provides superior
water quality.
The Billi Sahara range is compatible with all Billi filters.

Eco-Intelligence technology
Billi Sahara incorporates Eco-Intelligence technology which
is a self-learning timer allowing the unit to only operate
when required. The timer monitors daily usage patterns
and even recognises evening and weekend changes in
routine to effectively minimise energy consumption.

Model

Suggested
n. of people

Boiling water
delivery cups
per hour

Ambient water
delivery cups
per hour

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Sahara 310

up to 10

90

unlimited

340

180

360

Sahara 320

up to 20

110

unlimited

340

180

460

Sahara 360

up to 60

180

unlimited

340

180

460

Sahara 3120

up to 120

250

unlimited

340

180

460

1 cup = 170 ml.

Unlimited filtered still water
Billi Sahara offers an unlimited supply of filtered still water.
Billi units require a minimum free cupboard space along with
necessary water connections. Water must be safe to drink
with a minimum dynamic pressure of 250kPa. Water-cooled
and/or drip tray units require a mains waste connection.
Billi Sahara models require a standard 13 amp UK power
outlet. Please enquire for further install requirements.
Sahara under-counter

XL Levered dispenser

Typical installation set-up - the image is for illustrative purposes only.
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